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Search Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Encyclopedia of Cardmaking
Techniques, Julie Hickey, Carol Wallis, Polly Pinder, Candida Woolhouse, Ann Cox, This new
cardmaking compendium comprises material from the following 18 titles in the "Handmade
Greetings Card" series: "Punched Cards", "Embossed Cards", "Eyelet Cards", "Glitter Cards", "Metal
and Wire Cards", "Polymer Clay Cards", "Silk Ribbon Cards", "Card and Thread Cards", "Quick
Parchment Cards", "Glass Painted Cards", "Tea Bag Folded Cards", "Peel-Off Cards", "Rubber
Stamped Cards", "Watercolour Cards", "Beaded Cards", "Quilled Cards", "Three-Dimensional
Cards", and "Iris Folded Cards". The compendium features the introductions and techniques
sections from the original titles with projects that have not appeared in any previous compendium.
Together they make an exhaustive guide to cardmaking techniques that will inspire beginners and
experienced craftspeople alike. Fourteen creative crafters show how to create beautiful cards using
techniques such as rubber stamping, quilling, beading, watercolour painting, punching and many
more. All the projects are clearly demonstrated using step-by-step photography and there are
plenty of wonderful card ideas to inspire beginners and experienced crafters alike. It includes
features such as: eighteen techniques simply explained; over 400 step-by-step photographs; the
perfect way to try new crafts; and cards for any occasion.
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A fresh e-book with a brand new point of view. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and is
particularly simply following i finished reading this publication through which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Bernhard Russel-- Bernhard Russel

This pdf may be really worth a study, and much better than other. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this composed e ebook. You will not
sense monotony at anytime of your time (that's what catalogues are for regarding when you check with me).
-- Elza Gusikowski-- Elza Gusikowski
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